Successful balloon overtube-guided colorectal endoscopic submucosal dissection by a gastroscope
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CASE REPORT

An 80-year-old woman was diagnosed of a 10 cm colorectal laterally spreading tumor granular-type in the splenic flexure (Fig. 1). Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) was performed but pediatric colonoscope approach (PCF-Q260JII, Olympus, Japan) was technically difficult due to the narrow transverse colon working space. Then, single-balloon endoscopy system using a 3.2 mm channel gastroscope (GIF-Q260J, Olympus, Japan) (total length: 1,350 mm, outer diameter: 9.9 mm) and a 770 mm balloon overtube (outer/inner diameter: 16.2/13.8 mm) (ST-CB1, Olympus, Japan) was carried out. The balloon was inflated near the distal tumor location and a traction clip attached by a nylon line was effectively used. Finally, en-bloc resection with tumor-free lateral/vertical margins was successfully achieved in 150 minutes without complication (Fig. 2). Histopathological examination confirmed intramucosal well-differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma without angiolymphatic invasion.

DISCUSSION

Colorectal ESD can achieve en-bloc resection (1). However, cecum, hepatic and splenic flexures are difficult locations because of unstable scope maneuvers and narrow working space. In these cases, balloon overtube-guided ESD may confer a better approach, improving the access to the lesion and scope manoeuvres (2). This overtube has a large outer diameter and enables the use of a therapeutic gastroscope. The procedure can also facilitate traction-as-
sisted techniques allowing a high-rate of en-bloc resections (3). In addition, large specimens can be easily retrieved through (4).

Thus, several combinations with different scopes and balloon overtubes for colorectal ESD have been described to date (5). In addition, a 3.2 mm double-balloon colonoscope may be other option for deep colon ESD but this scope is rarely accessible in Western countries. Outer/inner diameter, overtube length, tumor characteristics and local experience are decisive factors to choose the endoscopic approach. However, enteroscopy overtubes are too long and not suitable for most ESD procedures. Then, in our opinion, a balloon-guided therapeutic gastroscope is a good choice for ESD, particularly in deep colon. A short overtube specifically designed is necessary.
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